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The Adaptive Nature of the Revised GRE
Glide to success with Doorsteptutor material for GRE : 

- for all subjects of GRE.

On the old GRE, the test is revised up with each section.

Because the computer would accepts that all contents are equal so it will starts with a mid-range
question.

And if the contestant has answered some of the questions right then the test will become
increasingly hard.

Or if the contestant has answered some questions wrong then the test would become easier.

The old GRE algorithm is somewhat different from this because it only cares regarding the revised
GRE.

The Revised GRE adjusts between sections.

And the main different between old and new GRE test is new test include two sections for maths and
two sections verbal and the old GRE had one section for each.

In the revised GRE have two sections for each subject is signi�icant which allowed ETS to make the
test make the test adapt between sections.

There is No Adaptation Within Section
The section adaptation facility is only provided in new GRE.

This means the questions do not change dependent on whether you answer them properly.

You can assume that each section is static.

Next section of test is depends on how you attempt they �irst quotation whether it is hard or easy.

The easy section is static and the tough section is static.

But the questions in the section do not change.

For example: You have answered 10 questions wrong then the question 11 is still question 11 it will
not change.

The Level of Dif�iculty of Questions is Random
Even if section is static that doesn՚t mean that it couldn՚t become gradually harder.

There is no order of dif�iculty on the Revised GRE.

Even if �irst question can be the hardest and the last question the easiest.

But in most case the �irst and last question will be medium ones.

Each Question is Weighted Same
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Give equal time to each question because each question is weighted same.

Can You Let up at the End?
According to the new GRE your score is based on how many questions you miss.

It means you do not reach a certain level in which the computer “thinks” you are doing very well, so
do not loose off at the end by thinking that you have answered most of the questions correctly.

The reason behind this particular explanation is that still some of the contestant are depends on old
GRE and reach at end without hurting score too much.

Takeaways
The Revised GRE concept is only adapted between sections not within section.

Each question is weighted the same, so hard questions and easy questions are randomly
combinational in the section.

Can I Use a Calculator on the New GRE?
Most of the contestant has this question in their mind.

So yes you can use a calculator.

First off all in many questions you do not require a calculator.

And use of calculator may very well slow down you speed because you can either do the arithmetic
faster in your head or on a piece of paper

And there is always the case of what to calculate.

Basically the GRE maths is about to test your ability for logically deconstruct a problem.

So in most of the cases the approach to a problem is matters more than maths.

When is It Advantageous to Use a Calculator?
In test most of the questions are simple which can easily calculate on paper, and the question is not
asking for an approximation.

So when you have to calculate interest, hypotenuse of a right triangle with sides of 51 and 31,
�iguring out the square root of a large number calculator will be bene�icial at that time.


